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I
learned to think in eighth grade.

Education was a game, and my excellent ability
to recall trivia made that game fun. Classes rarely
challenged me because I could memorize the
answers.

I collected dots, but I didn’t connect them. The assembly
line of facts and homework and tests worked fine for the
monotonous hoops of the system, but my pogo sticks of
creativity lay dusty on my mind’s factory floor.

My school participated in a nationwide program called
Destination ImagiNation, and because I loved major time
commitments, I signed on. Teams had several months to
imagine solutions to questions with no correct answers. Our
task: create a comedy skit based in a foreign country.

I spent Saturdays in the stainedglass illumination of a
local church, where my teammates and I subsisted on
Cosmic Brownies and bowls full of candy. Pizza owns the
cliche for breakthroughs, but sugar fuels.

Refrigerator boxes became multisided set pieces that
rotated on paper plates. Multiple characters meant quick
costume changes. We danced. We sang. We won regionals,
and at state, we just missed qualifying for Global Finals.

My Destination ImagiNation pin shows a springloaded
brain with wings. When I need a bounce, it reminds me of
the year my world evolved. Although I didn’t realize it then,
the team had helped me discover that life’s truly creative
answers call for intellectual exploration, not chapter reviews
and multiplechoice handouts.

Mine
West New York, New Jersey, that’s a
sacrifice you don’t forget. Basically my
whole life growing up was about being
educated and taking every opportunity
possible.

One major part of my job is to sit
down with students to articulate their
curricular experience. I will look at a
student and say, “Now that you’ve
accomplished your general education
requirements, now that you’re moving
into a major: Why? What compels you
about this choice?” I’m often the first
person to ask them why they’re doing
what they’re doing. The worst answer I
ever got, and I still get chills thinking
about, is: “Because my parents told me
so.” My college roommate had a similar
experience, and I still remember her
sobbing when her parents told her
they’d stop paying her tuition if she
switched majors. When they say that to
me when they’re seniors, I say, “Tick,
tick. You’re about to be an adult. This is
about your life. You better start owning
it now.” I don’t want you to walk across
that graduation stage and not know
what you’re going to do next because
you’ve never thought strategically.

I can help you if you’re willing to
own your experience, make hard
choices and take risks. I’m never going
to counsel you just to get the certificate.
I will always tell you to do what you
love. Always. It’s going to be rough and
you’re going to have ups and downs, so
you better love what you’re working
toward. You better love that legacy. We
always say that my office is Vegas.
What they share in my office stays in
my office. It builds trust. It gives them
the freedom to tell me what’s bothering
them, to be honest about what they
truly want out of their lives, to cry.
Many times, when we’re working on an
academic choice connected to a career
choice, I’ll say: “Hold on. Let’s talk to
someone who is actually doing this
[job] right now.” This just happened
on Friday. I emailed an alum who got
back in five minutes with, “Sure, send
him my way. I’m happy to help.”
[Students] see the immediacy and
value of the relationship with me and
with alum. They know they have to be
there for future students. We tell
students that our program is a bit like
Hotel California: You can check out,
but you can never leave.
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So much of life is contained in such small
things. What holds meaning for you?


